
 

 

Summary of Transaction Terms: Neuberger Berman Refinancing 
 

1. Second Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of Neuberger 
Berman Group LLC, as amended 

 
(a) NBSH Acquisitions, LLC (“NBSH”), Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. (“LBHI”) and 

certain subsidiaries of LBHI (together with LBHI, the “LBHI Parties” and collectively 
with NBSH and LBHI, the “LLC Parties”) are party to that certain Second Amended and 
Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement (the “LLC Agreement”) of Neuberger 
Berman Group LLC (the “Company”) dated as of May 4, 2009, as amended as of May 1, 
2010 and on May 18, 2011.  The LLC Agreement and the amending documents are 
attached as Exhibit A. 

 
(b) The LLC Parties desire to undertake the transactions described below and to amend and 

restate the LLC Agreement and any related agreements (including entry into new 
agreements) to reflect the terms set forth below.  

 
2. Initial Transactions – New Debt, Redemption of Preferred Units and Purchase of Class 

A Units 
 

(a) As a condition precedent to the transactions contemplated by this Summary of 
Transaction Terms, the Company will raise debt in the form of bank and/or bond 
securities (the “New Debt”) in an amount 1 which, along with existing cash on the 
balance sheet of the Company, will be sufficient to redeem all of the LBHI Parties’ 
preferred units in the Company and all of NBSH’s vested preferred units in the Company 
and will be used for such redemption.  The LLC Parties currently anticipate that the 
principal amount of the New Debt will be approximately $720 million and that 
approximately $125 million of existing cash on the balance sheet will be used for these 
purposes; however the actual amounts of New Debt and cash on the balance sheet 
required for these purposes may change prior to the Closing.    

 
(b) The Company will redeem unvested preferred units held by NBSH in exchange for an 

interest-bearing note at LIBOR + 300 basis points.  The terms of the note will include a 
payment schedule that mirrors the vesting schedule of the preferred units that are held by 
the employees of the Company. 

 
(c) In connection with the closing of the redemption all of the LBHI Parties’ preferred units 

in the Company and all of NBSH’s vested preferred units in the Company (the 
“Closing”), the Company will have the option to purchase Class A units in the Company 
from the LBHI Parties at the Agreed Valuation (as defined below) as of December 31, 
2011 (the “Initial Valuation”); provided, however, that the number of Class A units 
purchased in connection with the Closing shall not exceed 20% of the aggregate common 
units of the Company (i.e., Class A units, Class B units and Profits Interest units) 
outstanding immediately prior to Closing (the “Closing Cap”).  If the Company intends to 
purchase Class A units in connection with the Closing, the Company will provide a 
written notice to the LBHI Parties within 30 days following the Closing which indicates 
the number of Class A units to be purchased in connection with the Closing based upon 
the Initial Valuation.  See Section 6 for the process for the determination of the Agreed 

                                                 
1 Subject to Section 12(b), amount of New Debt and mix of bank and bond securities to be determined at 
NB’s Board discretion in order to optimize execution.   
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Valuation and Section 8 for the timetable for the purchases of  Class A units made in 
connection with the Closing based upon the Initial Valuation.   

 
3. Reset of Annual Rate of Return on Preferred Units 

 
(a) Concurrent with the Closing, the annual rate of return on the preferred units in the 

Company (including preferred units held by NBSH) shall be reset as of January 1, 2011 
(the “Reset Date”) to the implied effective weighted average cost of the New Debt.  Any 
preferred return paid by the Company prior to the Closing that exceeds the new rate of 
return and which relates to the period after the Reset Date shall be returned to the 
Company. 

 
(b) If the Closing does not occur prior to or on February 29, 2012, the retroactive adjustment 

to the annual rate of return will only apply for the calendar year of 2011. 
 
4. Purchase of Class A Units After the Closing using Excess Cash Flow 

 
(a) The Company is obligated to redeem Class A units held by the LBHI Parties using its 

excess cash flow (“ECF”), as of December 31 of the preceding year, as follows; provided 
that the Company may not purchase more than 25% of the Class A units held by the 
LBHI Parties immediately after the Closing (taking into account any purchases and 
commitments of Class A units made in connection with the Closing based upon the Initial 
Valuation) in any calendar year after the Closing (i.e., beginning with the December 31, 
2012 valuation) (the “Post-Closing Annual Cap”):  

 
Senior Secured Term Loan 

Leverage Level 
% ECF Sweep to Redeem LBHI Equity 

≥1.5x 25 
<1.5x – ≥1.0x 75 

<1.0x 100 
 

Leverage levels and excess cash flow sweep ratios and percentages are subject to further 
negotiation with the lenders (but ECF sweep ratios and percentages to redeem equity 
owned by the LBHI Parties will not increase).   

 
(b) ECF will be calculated net of (i) payments to terminated and retired employees  (provided 

that in no event will such payments to terminated and retired employees for a calendar 
year exceed the aggregate amount paid to the LBHI Parties for Class A units in the 
applicable year (whether using ECF or otherwise)), (ii) tax distributions and (iii) 
mandatory debt amortization payments, and otherwise to be on market terms and 
duplicative of the excess cash flow definition applied to the bank debt (if any).  If there is 
no ECF definition in the New Debt documentation, the definition will be agreed to by the 
Company and the LBHI Parties. 

 
(c) On March 31 of each year, the Company must (subject to the Post-Closing Annual Cap) 

apply the applicable percentage of ECF to repurchase Class A units held by the LBHI 
Parties at the Agreed Valuation (as defined below).  The Company must purchase the 
applicable number of Class A units from the LBHI Parties and the LBHI Parties must sell 
the applicable number of Class A units to the Company, in each case at the Agreed 
Valuation  determined as of December 31 of the preceding year.     
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5.  Additional Optional Purchase of Class A Units After the Closing 
 

(a) The Company has the option to purchase Class A units from the LBHI Parties at the 
Agreed Valuation after the Closing (in addition to those purchased using ECF pursuant to 
Section 4) subject to the Post-Closing Annual Cap.  The timetable for the purchases is set 
forth in Section 8.   

 
(b) The purchase price for any Class A units purchased by the Company as contemplated in 

Section 2(c) and this Section 5 may be financed through proceeds raised from new equity 
issued to NBSH.  In such event, the Company will use cash from, or cash that would 
otherwise be paid (currently or in the future) to, employees who commit to purchase or 
receive, as the case may be, equity (in the amount of the commitment that was made) 
(such commitments, the “Employee Commitments”).  

 
6. Purchase Price and Valuation for Class A Units 

 
The “Agreed Valuation,” is an amount equal to the greater of (i) the Valuation Agent Value 
(as defined below) and (ii) the Employee Repurchase Value (as defined below). 

 
(a) “Valuation Agent Value” means the average valuation/price provided by two valuation 

agents engaged by the Company, each providing an independent valuation as of 
December 31 of the year preceding the purchase.   

 
(b) One valuation agent shall be selected by NBG and one valuation agent shall be selected 

by the LBHI Parties.  Each of NBG and the LBHI Parties shall have the right to replace 
the valuation agent it selected if such valuation agent is (A) no longer competent or able 
to value an asset management business or (B) develops a material conflict of interest 
which cannot be addressed through the implementation of appropriate procedures (such 
as screening measures or other ethical barriers), in each case, subject to the consent of the 
other party as to the newly selected valuation agent solely as it relates to the competency 
of such agent in valuing an asset management business and/or material conflicts of 
interest raised by the potential engagement of such agent to provide such services, and in 
any event which consent may not be unreasonably withheld. 
 

(c) Each of the valuation agents will be instructed to (A) structure the valuation to ensure 
that value is properly allocated between units that have different rights and entitlement to 
the Company’s profits and distributions, including without limitation differences between 
common units and profits interest units and any distribution thresholds applicable to any 
such units, (B) value material acquisitions and joint ventures in accordance with the terms 
outlined in Appendix 1 to the extent applicable, (C) apply only a single, 20% percentage 
discount for any minority, liquidity or non-control considerations to the estimated equity 
value of the Company except as otherwise provided in this Summary of Transaction 
Terms (including pursuant to Section 10 and Sections 1(e), 1(f) and 1(g) of Appendix 1) 
(the “Specified Discount”), (D) deliver the valuation report for December 31 of any year 
no later than March 31 of the following year (the “Valuation Delivery Date”) and (E) 
disregard any tax-related reserves that are established in connection with or as a result of 
the transactions contemplated by this Summary of Transaction Terms.  
 

(d) The Company shall deliver requested documentation in a timely manner to the valuation 
agents to enable delivery of a valuation by the Valuation Delivery Date.  The budget used 
for the valuation must be approved by the board of directors of the Company (the 
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“Board”).  The Company shall deliver an annual budget to the Board for their approval 
by December 31 of each year.  
 

(e) The Company will pay the fees of both valuation agents, subject to a cap of $125,000 per 
year on the cost of the valuation agent selected by the LBHI Parties.   

 
7. Employee Repurchases 

 
(a) For purposes of this Summary of Transaction Terms, “Employee Repurchase Value” 

means the price paid to retiring or terminated employees for their Class B units in the 
applicable year based on the valuation process set forth in the LLC Agreement for the 
purchase of employee equity or as otherwise instructed by the Board.   

 
(b) In no event shall the aggregate amount paid to the LBHI Parties for Class A units 

(whether for purchases using the ECF sweep or other optional purchases or redemptions 
of common equity by the Company) in any calendar year be less than the aggregate  
payments to terminated and retired employees for their equity (other than preferred units) 
in the applicable year, subject to the Post-Closing Annual Cap (unless the Post-Closing 
Annual Cap is waived in the sole discretion of the LBHI Parties).   

 
8. Timeline for Payments and Purchases of Equity 
 

(a) All purchases and redemptions of equity from the LBHI Parties by the Company 
contemplated by this Summary of Transaction Terms (including purchases and 
commitments for purchases of Class A units made in connection with the Closing based 
upon the Initial Valuation) will be expressly permitted under the documentation for the 
New Debt (including, for example, any incurrence of debt by the Company to fund).  All 
purchases and redemptions of equity by the Company shall be effected in accordance 
with the following timeline in any applicable year:   

 
Required purchase of equity using ECF 

 
(i) March 31: The Company shall use ECF calculated as of December 31 of the preceding 

year (as set forth in Section 4) to purchase Class A units from the LBHI Parties at the 
Agreed Valuation, subject to the Post-Closing Annual Cap (for the avoidance of doubt, 
the Post-Closing Annual Cap does not apply to purchases based upon the Initial 
Valuation, which are subject to the Closing Cap).   

 
Optional purchase of equity  
 

(ii) All purchases and commitments for purchases of Class A units from the LBHI Parties 
made by the Company in connection with the Closing based upon the Initial Valuation 
are subject to the following terms and timeline: 

 
A. Later of (x) Closing date + 1 Month and (y) Valuation Delivery Date + 1 Month 

(such date, the “Closing Commitment Date”): A commitment notice from the 
Company to purchase Class A units from the LBHI Parties is due.  Payment for 
all purchases based on such commitments shall be delivered on the Closing 
Commitment Date, provided that, at the election of the Company, all (or any 
portion of) the payments for purchases based on Employee Commitments may be 
delivered on a quarterly basis as set forth in Section 8(a)(ii)(B) below.    
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B. Payments for purchases based on Employee Commitments which the Company 
elects to pay quarterly as permitted in Section 8(a)(ii)(A) above to be delivered 
on the following dates: (i) Closing Commitment Date, and  (ii) the last day of 
each calendar quarter of the year in which the Closing Commitment Date occurs. 

 
C. All purchases based on Employee Commitments are to be paid with an interest 

rate of LIBOR + 350 basis points applied from January 1 of the year in which the 
Closing occurs. 

 
(iii) All purchases and commitments for purchases of Class A units from the LBHI Parties 

made by the Company (other than in connection with the Closing based upon the Initial 
Valuation or the required purchase of Class A units using ECF a set forth in Section 
8(a)(i) above) are subject to the following terms and timeline of any applicable year: 

 
A. Valuation Delivery Date + 1 Month: A commitment notice from the Company 

with respect to commitments to purchase Class A units from  the LBHI Parties is 
due.  Payment for all purchases based on such commitments shall then be 
delivered on the Valuation Delivery Date + 1 Month, provided that at the election 
of the Company, all (or any portion of) the payments for purchases based on 
Employee Commitments may be delivered on a quarterly basis as set forth in 
Section 8(a)(iii)(B) below.      

B. Payments for purchases based on Employee Commitments which the Company 
elects to pay quarterly as permitted in Section 8(a)(iii)(A) to be delivered on the 
following dates: (i) Valuation Delivery Date + 1 Month; and (ii) June 30th, 
September 30th, and December 31st. 

C. All purchases based on Employee Commitments to be paid with an interest rate 
of LIBOR + 350 basis points applied from January 1 of the applicable year. 

(iv) Any purchases of additional Class A units in excess of the annual Post-Closing Annual 
Cap may be made on such terms and at such times as may be agreed between the LBHI 
Parties and NBSH. 

 
9. Special Allocation of Income 
 

(a) The LBHI Parties will receive a special allocation of net income in the Company equal to 
the dollar amount of the total proceeds received in the applicable calendar year from all 
purchases and redemptions of Class A units held by the LBHI Parties (which allocation 
will be appropriately adjusted downward to take into account the LBHI Parties’ capital 
accounts in the Company for the preceding calendar year), other than those purchases and 
redemptions pursuant to the initial transactions as set forth in Section 22; provided that 
(i) (A) the Company has received on the Closing date a “should” level opinion issued by 
the Company’s outside tax counsel and addressed to the Company regarding this special 
allocation of income methodology, in a form reviewed in advance by the LBHI Parties 
and reasonably acceptable to the Company and (B) an updated “should” level opinion 
shall be prepared and delivered to the Company each year and made available for review 
by the LBHI Parties, and such updated opinion shall address changes, if any, in the 
Internal Revenue Code or its interpretation by applicable governmental authorities (such 

                                                 
2 Application to pre-emptive right purchases in Section 11 to be discussed between the parties.   
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updated opinion to be prepared by the same outside tax counsel or another reputable, 
nationally recognized, tax counsel) and (ii) the Company has provided confirmation each 
year that its tax preparer will sign the Company’s tax returns that include the special 
allocation of income methodology.  

 
(b) The Company will reimburse the LBHI Parties for any increase in state and local tax 

liability (including interest and penalties) (i) “directly” associated with the specially 
allocated income and (ii) incurred as a result of the special allocation that is caused 
“indirectly” as a result of other assets/investments held by LBHI and its subsidiaries in 
the applicable jurisdiction subject to an aggregate cap, in the case of this clause (ii), of 
$35 million.   

 
(c) The Company will prepare K-1’s and file tax returns and related information returns in 

accordance with the tax opinion and any updates thereto delivered pursuant to Section 
9(a).   

 
(d) Tax related payments shall be made to the LBHI Parties and NBSH if the special 

allocation methodology is overturned or reversed, in an amount sufficient to indemnify 
each of the LBHI Parties and NBSH for any additional taxes (including interest and 
penalties) such party must pay as a result of the overturning or reversal of the special 
allocation methodology (where the reallocation of income arising from the overturning or 
reversing of the special allocation shall take into account the ownership split in the tax 
year being modified, e.g., reversal of 2012 special allocation in 2014 will presumably 
result in reallocations of income based on 2012 ownership). 

 
(e) Each of the LBHI Parties and NBSH must provide the Company and each other 

appropriate tax records and other supporting documents to substantiate any 
indemnification or other tax payments (e.g., substantiation of increased state and local tax 
liability or increased U.S. federal tax liability (including interest and penalties)). 

 
10. Future Exit 
 

(a) The Company shall use reasonable commercial efforts to be rated, and to continue to be 
rated, by S&P and Moody’s (together, the “Agencies”).  

 
(b) If, at any time after December 31, 2015, (i) the Company carries investment grade ratings 

from the Agencies, or an investment grade rating from one Agency if only one of the 
Agencies provides a rating to the Company at such time or (ii) the Company has incurred 
Debt (as defined in Appendix 1) other than Permitted Debt (as defined below) and has a 
ratio of original Debt (i.e., the New Debt issued at Closing) to EBITDA in the last 12 
months of less than 2.5 (such ratio, the “Triggering Debt Ratio Test”), then, in either 
case, the Company will be required to repurchase the LBHI Parties’ remaining equity 
within 15 months, but in no case later than April 1, 2018 (the earlier date, the “Payment 
Date”) at the most recent Agreed Valuation as of the repurchase date; provided, however, 
that the Specified Discount shall be 0%.   

 
(i) If full payment is not made by the Payment Date, the LBHI Parties will have right to 

exercise demand registration rights to cause the Company to monetize the remaining 
interest of the LBHI Parties in the Company via a public offering within six months 
from such notice.   
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(ii) If the Payment Date is on or prior to 6 months after the previous Valuation Delivery 
Date, the purchase price for the LBHI  Parties’ equity shall accrue interest at LIBOR + 
350 basis points from January 1 to the Payment Date.   

 
(iii) If the Payment Date is more than 6 months after the previous Valuation Delivery Date, 

the purchase price for the LBHI  Parties’ equity shall accrue interest at the following 
rates: (i) LIBOR + 350 basis points from January 1 to the date that is 6 months after the 
Valuation Delivery Date; (ii) LIBOR + 450 for the 7th month after the Valuation 
Delivery date, with monthly increases of 25 basis points thereafter.    

 
(iv) For the avoidance of doubt, if at any point after December 31, 2015 the Company is or 

becomes investment grade or satisfies the Triggering Debt Ratio Test, the Company 
may still make its annual purchases based on the December 31, 2015 valuation with the 
Specified Discount of 20% up to the Post-Closing Annual Cap.  All equity purchases 
thereafter will be at a Specified Discount of 0%. 

 
(c) If by September 30, 2017 the Company has not become investment grade or satisfied the 

Triggering Debt Ratio Test and the Company (i) has not exhausted the Post-Closing 
Annual Cap for annual purchases made during 2017, it may make an additional one-time 
commitment on that date to make additional purchases by December 29, 2017 at the 
Agreed Valuation as of December 31, 2016 (with interest accruing at LIBOR + 350  basis 
points from January 1, 2017) with the Specified Discount being 20% for purchases up to 
the Post-Closing Annual Cap and 0% for purchases above the Post-Closing Annual Cap, 
or (ii) has exhausted the Post-Closing Annual Cap for annual purchases made during 
2017, it may make an additional one-time commitment on that date to make additional 
purchases by December 29, 2017 at the Agreed Valuation as of December 31, 2016 (with 
interest accruing at LIBOR + 350 basis points from January 1, 2017 on amounts being 
purchased) with the Specified Discount being 0%.   

 
(d) In the event the LBHI Parties own any equity in the Company on December 31, 2017, 

then the Company will be required to repurchase the LBHI Parties’ remaining equity by 
April 1, 2018 at the Agreed Valuation as of December 31, 2017 with the Specified 
Discount being 0% (which valuation reports are to be delivered by March 31, 2018).  If 
full payment is not made by such date, the LBHI Parties shall have demand registration 
rights to cause the Company to monetize the LBHI Parties’ remaining stake via a public 
offering within six months from such notice.   

 
(e) “Permitted Debt” means (i) Debt to refinance the then-existing principal amount of New 

Debt issued at Closing, (ii) Debt to finance the purchase of 100% of the remaining Class 
A units (it being understood that this provision is subject to the Post-Closing Annual Cap 
and thus would only be applicable when 25% or less of the equity held by the LBHI 
Parties immediately after the Closing (taking into account any purchases and 
commitments of Class A units made in connection with the Closing based upon the Initial 
Valuation) remains outstanding, or in the case where the Specified Discount is 0% after 
December 31, 2015), which proceeds of such Debt must be immediately remitted to 
purchase the LBHI Parties’ equity, (iii) Debt existing on the Closing date (including any 
draw-downs over the life of the revolving credit facility), (iv) Debt incurred with the 
approval of the LBHI Parties, (v) for the avoidance of doubt, any interest accruing on 
additional purchases of equity from the LBHI Parties to be made by December 29, 2017 
as provided in Section 10(d), (vi) Debt up to an aggregate of $40 million for the specific 
purpose of undertaking improvements to the Company’s real estate facilities, and (vii) 
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other Debt not covered by the foregoing clauses (i) through (vi) up to an aggregate of $15 
million (provided that, if greater than $15 million, Debt incurred pursuant to this clause 
(vii) shall not be treated as Permitted Debt for purposes of clause (ii) of Section 10(b)). 

 
11. Exit for Preemptive Rights Purchases 
 

(a) Notwithstanding Section 10, the following shall apply to equity in the Company 
purchased by the LBHI  Parties pursuant to the exercise of pre-emptive rights as 
contemplated by Appendix 1 (such purchases, the “Preemptive Rights Issuances”): 

 
(i) The Company shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to purchase Preemptive 

Rights Issuances occurring within three years from Closing in equal annual amounts, in 
addition to the other annual purchases. 

 
(ii) The Company shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to purchase Preemptive 

Rights Issuances occurring after the third anniversary of the Closing by no later than 
the earlier of (i) one year from the date that the LBHI Parties no longer own any equity 
in the Company other than the Preemptive Rights Issuances, and (ii) April 1, 2018 (the 
earlier date, the “End Date”).  Such purchases shall be made in equal annual amounts 
from the issuance date through the date by which the purchases must be made in 
accordance with the immediately preceding sentence.    

 
(iii) Any Preemptive Rights Issuances will be purchased by the Company at the then-

applicable Agreed Valuation with the then-applicable Specified Discount (as specified 
above under “Future Exit”).   

 
(iv) Any failure by the Company to purchase any Preemptive Rights Issuances (whether or 

not included as part of the annual purchases) shall not give rise to any registration 
obligation on the part of the Company or trigger any of the registration rights 
provisions under “Future Exit” (for the avoidance of doubt, the LBHI Parties may 
pursue legal remedies to enforce payment by the deadline specified above, but only if 
the Company has not used its commercially reasonable efforts to purchase any 
Preemptive Rights Issuances).   

 
(v) For purposes of this Section 11 only, “Commercially Reasonable Efforts” is to be 

defined to include use of commercially reasonable efforts by the Company to execute 
draw downs of available capacity under lending facilities, issuances of debt and equity 
securities; provided that if Preemptive Rights Issuances remain outstanding after the 
End Date, notwithstanding such commercially reasonable efforts, the LBHI Parties 
shall have the option of converting remaining equity in the Company into a 
subordinated note (without any contractual transfer restrictions such that it is freely 
assignable to a third party buyer) to pay interest at the then highest interest paying 
tranche of the Company’s funded indebtedness + 200 basis points, to increase by an 
additional 200 basis points annually until fully paid off, with interest accruing from the 
End Date and payable quarterly in cash.   

 
12. Governance / Other 
 

(a) LBHI Parties’ governance rights will be revised with the decrease in equity ownership by 
the LBHI Parties (see Appendix 1 for detail).  
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(b) The terms of the New Debt shall not conflict with, and shall be consistent with, (i) the 
terms of this Summary of Transaction Terms or their operation and (ii) the Ancillary 
Term Sheet agreed between LBHI and the Company on or about November [8], 2011, in 
each case, unless otherwise mutually agreed to by the LBHI Parties and the Company.   

 
(c) The LBHI Parties will have the registration rights as set forth in Sections 10 and 11 

above, including a covenant by the Company to be fully prepared to facilitate an initial 
public offering (“IPO”) in accordance with the registration rights.   

 
(d) The Board will determine the appropriate entity to become the public registrant to issue 

equity in an IPO process.  Currently the Company may use NBSH to issue equity in an 
IPO process but for tax, accounting or other reasons may later choose to create an 
alternative structure and create a new holding company between NBSH and the Company 
or another structure as part of the IPO process.  NBSH has audited financials since May, 
2009 and will be the default entity to issue equity, unless the Board determines another 
structure would more appropriate.  All of the LBHI Parties’ registration rights will apply 
to the public registrant which is selected for an IPO.  Any IPO must result in the public 
registrant paying cash and/or the common equity issued by the IPO vehicle in exchange 
for all of the LBHI Parties’ equity at the Company and any lock-ups relating to any 
registration statement will not exceed 180 days.  Unless permitted under accounting rules, 
the LBHI Parties may not swap common units in the Company for new equity in NBSH 
or another entity which is the public registrant prior to the IPO process. 

 
(e) The LBHI Parties shall have customary information rights, including rights to receive 

annual consolidated NBSH audited financials, quarterly unaudited financials, budgets, tax 
information and any information or other reporting provided to lenders.   

 
(f) The LBHI Parties shall have the right to transfer Class A units provided that transferees 

agree to be bound by the transfer rights under the existing LLC Agreement.   
 

13. Deal Consummation 
 

(a) The transactions contemplated by this Summary of Transaction Terms are subject to, 
among other conditions, approval by the Bankruptcy Court.  

 
(b) The Closing must occur no later than June 30, 2012, or as may be extended at the sole 

discretion of the LBHI Parties.   
 
(c) This Summary of Transaction Terms does not create any binding obligations whatsoever 

on the Company, NBSH, or the LBHI Parties, and no party should act in reliance upon its 
terms.   
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APPENDIX 1 

LBHI GOVERNANCE RIGHTS WITH DECREASING EQUITY OWNERSHIP 

Set forth below are (1) modifications, if any, of the LBHI Parties’ governance and certain other related rights 
under the LLC Agreement upon the Closing and after the Closing as the LBHI Parties’ percentage ownership 
of the outstanding common units in the Company continue to decrease pursuant to the transactions 
contemplated in this Summary of Transaction Terms and (2) the level of the LBHI Parties’ percentage 
ownership of the outstanding common units of the Company upon which such rights would be eliminated or 
modified. 

1. The LBHI Parties have the following rights prior to the Closing, but such rights will be eliminated 
upon the Closing (subject to the limitations set forth herein): 

(a) Appointment of CEO: consent right over the appointment of a new CEO will be eliminated. 

(b) Size of the Board: consent right over any increase or decrease in the authorized size of the Board will 
be eliminated (provided that independent directors shall maintain at all times at least a 2/7 
representation ratio). 

(c) Equity Issuances: consent right over (i) all third-party equity issuances and (ii) employee equity 
issuances up to the Annual Approved Basket (as defined below) and at a value no less than the 
Minimum Employee Issuance Value (as defined below) will be eliminated. 

(d) Debt Incurrence: upon the Closing, the LBHI Parties will not have a consent right for any indebtedness 
for borrowed money, guarantees thereof and liens related thereto (collectively, “Debt”) except when the 
covenants or other requirements of such other Debt would restrict the Company from making any 
required ECF purchase of Class A units from the LBHI Parties or would modify the ECF calculation 
methodology with respect to mandatory repurchases under the transaction financing documents in a 
manner that is adverse to the LBHI Parties, in each case as described in this Summary of Transaction 
Terms.  The Board must approve all Debt.  

(e) Material Acquisitions:   

(i) Consent right over dispositions, leases and capital expenditures will be eliminated.  The consent right 
over acquisitions will be eliminated to the extent that the purchase price or prices for acquisitions and 
joint ventures for any calendar year equal in the aggregate to 10% or less of the NB Enterprise Value 
(defined as the Standard Valuation (as defined below) (without applying the Specified Discount) for 
the purposes of this Section 1(e) and Section 1(f)).  The consent right over any acquisition or joint 
venture for any calendar year which is not permitted by the preceding sentence will also be eliminated 
if (x) after giving effect to pro forma cash flow requirements after such transactions, the Company’s 
projected ECF amount available for the next purchase of the LBHI Parties’ Class A units pursuant to 
Section 7(d) of this Summary of Transaction Terms will not be lower than it would have been if the 
transaction had not occurred, or (y) in the case where the condition in the foregoing clause (x) is not 
met, the LBHI Parties are given the opportunity to elect within 10 business days after receiving notice 
of the signing of the transaction, to have the Valuation Agents value the transactions/assets purchased 
at the purchase price plus transaction costs for the two years following the consummation of the 
transaction.  If the LBHI Parties do not make such election, then the Valuation Agents will value the 
transactions/assets purchased using the valuation methodologies set forth in this Summary of 
Transaction Terms. 
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(ii) Any material acquisitions, as well as material dispositions, leases, and capital expenditures, must be 
approved by Board and must be at arms length with an unrelated third party.  Leases and capital 
expenditures may be approved via Board approval of the budget. 

(iii) Acquisitions entered into with the consent of the LBHI Parties shall not count towards the 10% basket 
described in Section 1(e)(i) and shall not be subject to the restrictions described in Section 1(e)(i)   

(f) Joint Ventures.  

(i) Consent right over the establishment, investment or participation in or loan of money or equipment to, 
any partnership or joint venture will be eliminated to the extent that joint ventures, together with 
acquisitions, for any calendar year equal in the aggregate to 10% or less of the NB Enterprise Value 
(defined as the Standard Valuation (without applying the Specified Discount) for the purposes of 
Section 1(e) and this Section 1(f)).  The consent right over joint ventures for any calendar year which 
is not permitted by the preceding sentence will be eliminated if (x) after giving effect to pro forma 
cash flow requirements after such transactions, the Company’s projected ECF amount available for 
the next purchase of the LBHI Parties’ Class A units pursuant to Section 7(d) of this Summary of 
Transaction Terms will not be lower than it would have been if the transaction had not occurred, or (y)  
in the case where the condition in the foregoing clause (x) is not met, the LBHI Parties are given the 
opportunity to elect within 10 business days after receiving notice of the signing of the transaction, to 
have the Valuation Agents value the transactions/assets purchased at the purchase price plus 
transaction costs for the two years following the consummation of the transaction.  If the LBHI Parties 
do not make such election, then the Valuation Agents will value the transactions/assets purchased 
using the valuation methodologies set forth in this Summary of Transaction Terms. 

(ii) Any joint ventures must be approved by Board and must be at arms length with an unrelated third 
party. 

(iii) Joint ventures entered into with the consent of the LBHI Parties shall not count towards the 10% 
basket described in Section 1(f)(i) and shall not be subject to the restrictions described in Section 
1(f)(i).   

(g) Sale, Merger or Reorganization: consent right over any reorganization, consolidation, merger, sale of all 
or substantially all the assets, or other change of control transaction of the Company or any of its 
subsidiaries with another entity, will be eliminated provided that: 

(i) any such transaction occurring within two years from Closing will result in (A) NBSH having drag-
along rights at the (1) transaction price, or (2) at the election of the LBHI Parties to be made within 10 
business days after the LBHI Parties receive notice of the signing of the transaction, the Agreed 
Valuation assuming a Specified Discount of 0% as of the last day of the quarter preceding the signing 
of the transaction, and (B) the LBHI Parties having tag-along rights at the transaction price;  

(ii) any such transaction occurring between the second and fourth years after Closing will result in (A) 
NBSH having drag-along rights at the (1) transaction price, or (2) at the election of the LBHI Parties 
to be made within 10 business days after the LBHI Parties receive notice of the signing of the 
transaction, the Agreed Valuation as of the last day of the quarter preceding the signing of the 
transaction (assuming the Specified Discount as of the signing of the transaction) and (B) the LBHI 
Parties having tag-along rights at the transaction price; and  
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(iii) any such transaction occurring more than four years after the Closing (or occurring at any time after 
the closing with the consent of the LBHI Parties) will result in (A) NBSH having drag-along rights at 
the transaction price, and (B) the LBHI Parties having tag-along rights at the transaction price.  

2. The LBHI Parties have the following rights prior to the Closing but such rights will be modified upon 
the LBHI Parties owning less than 15.0% and then less than 5.0% of all outstanding common units in 
the Company at the time: 

(a) Board seats: prior to the Closing, the LBHI Parties are entitled to appoint two members to the Board 
and are entitled to have one of its directors appointed to all major committees.  Upon the LBHI Parties 
owning less than 15.0% of all outstanding common units of the Company, the LBHI Parties will only 
be entitled to appoint one member to the Board and the director may only be appointed to the Audit 
Committee.  Upon the LBHI Parties owning less than 5.0% of all outstanding common units of the 
Company, the LBHI Parties will only be entitled to appoint one member to the Board. 

3. The LBHI Parties have the following rights prior to the Closing but such rights will be eliminated 
upon the LBHI Parties owning less than 7.5% of all outstanding common units in the Company at the 
time: 

(a) Adverse tax actions: consent right over the undertaking of any tax action which would reasonably be 
expected to have an adverse effect on a Class A member of the Company will be eliminated. 

4. The LBHI Parties have the following rights prior to the Closing and such rights will not be eliminated 
until the LBHI Parties no longer hold any common units in the Company: 

(a) Transfers by NBSH: Equity holders of NBSH are prohibited from transferring their equity in NBSH 
(other than pursuant to a permitted change of control transaction), provided, that, in addition to any 
existing permitted transfer rights, NBSH equity holders will be permitted to transfer equity to (i)  any 
family member for tax/estate planning purposes or (ii) to other NBSH equity holders. 

(b) Dividends/Distributions: consent right over the declaration and/or payment of any dividends or any 
distributions will not be eliminated upon Closing, but the LBHI Parties will not have consent rights  in 
relation to (i) tax distributions, (ii) distributions to consummate permitted repurchases of former employee or 
LBHI Parties’ Class A units, or (iii) pro rata distributions from ECF in any annual period where the 
maximum amount (i.e., up to the Post-Closing Annual Cap) of Class A units have been purchased from 
the LBHI Parties at the Agreed Valuation. 

(c) Liquidation, dissolution or winding up1: consent right over the liquidation, dissolution or winding up of 
the Company.-  

(d) Information necessary for the LBHI Parties to prepare its tax returns: The Board must cause the 
Company to deliver to the LBHI Parties within 90 days of the end of a fiscal year information with 
respect to the Company as may be necessary for the LBHI Parties to prepare their federal, state, and local 
tax returns (which information may include quarterly estimates in lieu of finalized amounts), with the 
delivery of final versions of such information as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter but in any 
event no later than September 10 of the applicable fiscal year for Federal K-1s (or acceptable substitute) 
and September 30 of the applicable fiscal year for state and local information. 

                                                 
1 Appropriate protection of the LBHI Parties’ economic interests in the case of sales of Company assets out of the ordinary 
course to be provided in definitive documentation. 
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(e) “Most Favored Nation” protection: In the event that any of the LBHI Parties’ governance rights (other 
than with respect to Board seats) in existence immediately after the Closing are provided to any other 
investor in the Company with an ownership level at or below 50% of the LBHI Parties’ then-
applicable ownership level, the LBHI Parties shall also be given such rights regardless of the LBHI 
Parties’ ownership level at that time. 

(f) Certain Transactions: any (i) material affiliate transactions between the Company and NBSH (unless 
contemplated by the LLC Agreement) or (ii) engagement of advisors or other material expenditures by 
the Company for the benefit of NBSH will, in each case, be submitted to the Board for approval or 
approved via Board approval of the budget. 

(g) Pre-emptive Rights:  The LBHI Parties have pre-emptive rights on all of the Company’s equity 
issuances to third parties subject to the exit provisions specified in this Summary of Transaction 
Terms. 

(h) Employee Equity Issuances. 

(i) Consent right will be eliminated with respect to equity issuances to employees (whether directly or 
indirectly through back to back issuances for monetary consideration or as compensation, unless 
such equity issuances are (1) in excess of the Annual Approved Basket (as defined below) or (2) at a 
value less than the Standard Valuation  including an aggregate discount of 30% (“Minimum 
Employee Issuance Value”).  The LBHI Parties and the Company will agree on acceptable forms of 
equity issuance prior to Closing.  For the avoidance of doubt, current forms of equity issuances (i.e., 
common units, phantom equity and profits interests units) are acceptable subject to confirmatory 
diligence by the LBHI Parties on all terms and conditions of current forms of equity issuances.  
Issuances which are not compliant with the foregoing agreed forms of equity will require the LBHI 
Parties’ consent. 

(ii) “Annual Approved Basket” shall be the greater of (a) the amount it would cost for the Company to 
make the maximum purchase of the LBHI Parties’ equity allowed under Closing Cap or the Post-
Closing Annual Cap in each year, as the case may be, and, if applicable, 100% of the remaining 
LBHI Parties’ equity required to be purchased under Section 10 (Future Exit) of this Summary of 
Transaction Terms, less the ECF used to purchase the LBHI Parties’ equity in that year and (b) 4% 
of the Company’s revenue for the applicable valuation year (e.g., revenue for 2011 applicable to 
purchases to be made at the December 31, 2011 valuation) as determined based on actual monthly 
revenue for January to October of such applicable year and good faith estimate by the Company for 
November to December of such applicable year.  For the avoidance of doubt, if the Company issues 
any equity over the Post-Closing Annual Cap in order to make required purchases under Section 10 
(Future Exit) of this Summary of Transaction Terms, then such equity must be issued in an amount 
sufficient to redeem 100% of the remaining Class A units held by the LBHI Parties (with a Specified 
Discount of 0%) and proceeds from its issuance must be used to repurchase all of the LBHI Parties’ 
equity.  The Annual Approved Basket shall be calculated annually after receipt of the Agreed 
Valuation and determination of that year’s ECF equity repurchase amounts in accordance with the 
terms set forth in this Summary of Transaction Terms. 

(iii) “Standard Valuation” shall mean the valuation delivered in accordance with the LLC Agreement by 
the valuation agent selected by the Company.  

(iv) All equity issuances must be approved by the Board. 
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(v) There will not be any preemptive rights or consent right on permitted reissuances of securities 
previously issued to retiring or terminated employees under the LLC Agreement, provided, that (A) 
in the case of profits interest units with a distribution threshold under the LLC Agreement, the 
distribution threshold is not less than the Standard Valuation and (B) in the case of common units, 
the units are issued at or above the Minimum Employee Issuance Value.   

(i) Compensation Approval: The Board will approve, in advance, a specified range of aggregate annual cash 
and other compensation (including base pay, bonuses, and equity grants).  The Compensation Committee 
will approve, in advance, the annual cash and other compensation (including base pay, bonuses and equity 
grants) of the Chief Executive Officer and his direct reports.  At such time as the LBHI Parties are no 
longer entitled to appoint a director to the Compensation Committee, the Compensation Committee and 
the independent director(s) of the Compensation Committee must approve the Chief Executive Officer’s 
compensation and the Chief Executive Officer and the independent director(s) of the Compensation 
Committee must approve the compensation of the Chief Executive Officer’s direct reports. 

(j) Tag-Along Rights.  As described above under “Merger or Reorganization”. 

(k) Information Rights.  As described in Section 11(e) of this Summary of Transaction Terms.    

5. Process for exercising consent rights: 

(a) The LBHI Parties shall notify the Company on or prior to the 15th business day after the day that the 
LBHI Parties receive notice from the Company of the triggering events set forth in this Appendix 1 as to 
whether the LBHI Parties intend to provide consent to the taking of any of the following actions (where 
applicable given the LBHI Parties’ percentage ownership in the Company at the time of the notice and 
the limitations set forth herein): 

(i) incurring Debt (as described in Section 1(d)); 

(ii) entering into material acquisitions (as described in Section 1(e)); 

(iii) entering into joint ventures (as described in Section 1(f)); 

(iv) entering into a sale, merger or reorganization (as described in Section 1(g)); 

(v) undertaking adverse tax actions (as described in Section 3(a)); 

(vi) declaring or paying dividends/distributions (as described in Section 4(b)); and 

(vii) approving the liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company (as described in Section 4(c)). 

(b) If the LBHI Parties do not timely notify the Company of its intent with respect to an action, then the 
LBHI Parties will be deemed to have approved such action. 
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